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Abstract. A representative study came to the conclusion that more
than 63% of German voters would have like to cast their vote for the
federal election in 2021 online. In this paper, we aimed to investigate why
Germans might be in favour or against online voting, conducting a online
survey. We furthermore aimed to study the reactions of people being in
favor of online voting if confronted with a verifiable remote voting system,
as well as with interventions aimed at communicating that it is important
to follow all the steps to verify. Our findings show that the the majority
of our participants were generally willing to vote online. Convenience
emerged as the most popular reason for voting online. The reaction to
the verifiable remote voting system was diverse, from our participants
being irritated from the complexity, to very positive reactions due to
high security level. Nonetheless, the majority of the participants did not
change their willingness to vote online after seeing the proposed system.
the different interventions had no effect. Furthermore, the majority agreed
on the importance of verifiability being in place.
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1 Introduction

Internet voting is in the middle of societal discussions again, given the ongoing
push towards digitalisation of the society and the COVID-19 pandemic that poses
risks with traditional polling-place voting. Especially in Germany, in the context
of recent federal elections, internet voting is being widely discussed, with political
parties using online voting systems for internal elections4, and the Federal Office
of Information Security issuing guidelines on how to securely conduct elections
using online voting for the next so called social elections organized by the health

4 https://archiv.cdu.de/artikel/1-digitaler-parteitag-der-cdu-so-funktionierten-die-
abstimmungen (Oct 30 2021)
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insurance agencies (being the third largest election in Germany)5. Some months
before the German federal elections in 2021, a nation-wide survey has shown that
63% of Germans would like to cast their vote for the federal elections online6.

Given that the majority of voters is in favor of e-voting, in this work we aim
to gain insights into what exactly are the reasons why people are willing or not
willing to vote online. As we expected that most participants have either no
experience with online voting or only with black box voting systems (i.e. systems
not providing any means to verify that the vote as tallied as cast), we were
also interested in their reaction when being confronted with a verifiable voting
system. As both the voting procedure and the security guarantees of verifiable
voting systems differ from black box voting systems, we aimed to investigate
how voters’ attitude is affected when gaining some insights into how the voting
procedure would look like, and what are the steps they can perform to verify
that their vote is not manipulated. We decided to use the idea of return codes as
it is implemented in the Swiss voting system for various reasons: e.g. the steps
to verify are more integrated in vote casting than it is is the case e.g. in Helios
[4]; it has been used in Switzerland for actual elections, and past research has
improved its usability and has shown that it is usable [17]. Furthermore, we
were interested the effect of different interventions explaining in a more or less
alarming way that it is important to carefully take all the steps described in the
received voting material. This last research question is motivated by the fact that
past research has concluded that it is important to motivate voters to verify as
well as to explain the importance for the overall security of the system [17]. In
particular, we are interested whether such interventions have a negative impact
on trust.

To answer all these research questions, we conducted an online survey with 548
participants. Our findings show that the the majority (62%) of our participants
were generally willing to vote online, which aligns with the nation-wide study,
indicating the representativeness of our sample. Convenience emerged as the
most popular reason for being in favor of voting online and security concerns
and potential for manipulation are the most popular reasons for being against
it. 18% changed their attitudes from positive to either neutral or against online
voting once confronted with the verifiable voting system. Interestingly, we could
not measure a significant difference between different interventions neither wrt.
general attitude towards online voting nor trust in the proposed system. We
discuss all our findings and deduce future research directions as well as lessons
learned for actual elections.

5 https://www.bsi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/BSI/Publikationen/
TechnischeRichtlinien/TR03162/BSI-TR-03162.pdf (Oct 30 2021)

6 https://www.bitkom.org/Presse/Presseinformation/Zwei-Drittel-sprechen-sich-fuer-
Online-Wahlen-aus (Oct 30 2021)
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2 Related Work

Studies – e.g. [16, 23–27, 30, 39] – have shown that several human related factors
should be considered when developing and introducing a verifiable electronic
voting system. Other research has evaluated the usability of verifiable electronic
voting systems, e.g. [1–3, 5, 7, 10–14, 17–20, 22, 28, 35, 36]. Several report serious
usability issues (incl. that participants have difficulties with detecting manip-
ulations if the adversary manages to tamper with the flow of the verification
process) as well as misperceptions. For instance, Distler et al. [10] report that
their participants felt less secure after having verified than before. In [7], the
authors report a high score of verification efficacy, probably because of the system
was developed using a human-cantered security approach. Other base for this
work is the research conducted by Marky et al. [21] on the usability of code
voting in general. [14] also evaluated the usability and acceptance of code voting
and code-based verification. According to this work, a system with the highest
security assurance was more accepted by the voters, even if the usability of this
system was rated worse compared to less secure systems.

Internet voting as a technology is perceived to be highly disruptive and as such
has the potential to change the electoral process as a whole. Studies investigating
the take-up of such technologies, have focused on the adoption of the technology
in a given context [29], the end-user [9, 34], or the relationship between society
and technology. Early adoption of Internet voting has been largely connected to
technical competence and experience [33]. Similar patterns were found for the
use of verifiability when voting online [32]. Nonetheless, due to their disruptive
nature, introducing new technologies in elections can lead to perceived lack of
legitimacy which leads to lack of trust and acceptance [6].

3 Background

In this section we describe the approach used in Switzerland to provide voters a
mean to verify that their vote as neither manipulated by their own device they
use to cast their vote nor by one voting server once received. This approach is one
instantiation of so called code-based verifiable voting systems. These approaches
issue voters with a unique polling sheet, delivered via postal mail. This sheet
provides the website address voters can use to cast their votes, instructions, and
one or more codes to verify the correct processing of their vote. In this work,
we use a variant based on a voting system used in Swiss elections [31], with the
polling sheet and user interface modifications developed by Kulyk et al. [17].
While there also exist improvements from [22], we decided to go for the Kulyk
et al. [17] because it was evaluated with respect to more attack types than the
proposal by Marky et al. [22].

The polling sheet of [17, 22, 31] provides three types of codes: check, confir-
mation and finalization code. In order to cast their vote, the voter first has to
identify themselves by entering their password, which is provided on the polling
sheet. After selecting the party to vote for and reviewing the choice, the voter
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is provided on the screen a check code and is asked to check that the displayed
check code corresponds to the personalised one on their polling sheet. If the codes
match, the voter then has to provide the confirmation code. Otherwise, they are
instructed to report the mismatch to the election authorities, using the number
on the polling sheet. The voter is informed that once they enter and submit the
confirmation code, the vote is considered cast and that they are not allowed
to cast a vote via postal or in the polling stations anymore. Once entered the
confirmation code, the page with the finalization code is displayed. The purpose
of the finalization code is to reassure the voter that the voting system has indeed
cast their vote as intended, and giving the voter the possibility to confirm that
the code displayed is matching their choice. The corresponding polling sheet is
displayed in Fig. 1.

(a) Polling Sheet Top Part (b) Polling Sheet Bottom Part

Fig. 1: Polling Sheet

4 Methodology

Here we are describing the selected approach for this research.

4.1 Designing the Interventions

Several researchers have noticed a lack of voter’s motivation to actually verify
as well as misconceptions regarding which information to trust and which not
to trust. For the verifiability approach making use of codes it is important
(1) that voters only follow all the instructions on their polling sheet, (2) that
they call the election organizers in case the instructions on the webpage are
different, and (3) that they dial the number provided on the polling sheet (and
not a number provided on the webpage). This information was provided in an
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additional document which we call intervention. We designed three different
interventions. These are more or less alarming (see Fig. 2 which also indicates
the main differences). The motivation to have three is the following: Being more
alarming makes it more likely that voters read and apply it. However, it may
cause more distrust in the voting system as warning icons are often recognized
as something negative [37].

Fig. 2: Interventions: IN-L (low alarming), IN-M, and IN-H (high alarming)

4.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses

We study the topic using both a quantitative and a qualitative approach with two
sets of research questions. For the qualitative part, we have posed three research
questions.

RQ1: What are reasons for participants being in favour, neutral, or against
casting their vote over the Internet for federal elections?

RQ2: What are reasons for participants being in favour, neutral, or against using
the introduced system to cast their vote over the Internet for federal elections –
while focusing on those who are in general in favor of online voting.

RQ3: What is users feedback on the voting system and the interventions?

Following this qualitative approach, we investigate the effect of being exposed
to a particular verifiable system on people’s attitudes towards online voting,
including the effect of three different interventions, using a quantitative approach.
We define and test the following hypotheses for those participants who – in
general – like to cast their vote online for federal elections:

H1 There is a difference in terms how willing participants are to use the proposed
system to vote online, depending on the intervention.

H2 There is a difference in terms of overall trust in the system, depending on
the intervention.

H3 There is a difference in terms of perceived usefulness of verifiability, depending
on the intervention.
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4.3 Study Procedure

The study is structured in the following phases (see also Fig. 3): ’Welcome &
Informed content’, question on ’Taking part in 2021 federal elections’, question
on ’Voting online if possible for 2021 federal election’, ’introduction of voting
system with and without interventions’, ’attention check’, question on ’Voting wit
this system for 2021 federal election’, questions on ’general trust, importance of
verifiability’, ’comments’ to the voting system and if applicable to the intervention,
and ’demographics, thanks and reimbursement’.

Fig. 3: Study design

For ’general trust, importance of verifiability’, we used questions, adapted
from a questionnaire introduced in [38]7. The questions are provided in Fig. 5. The
changes that we made included (1) changing the scale from 6-point to 5-point in
order to make it more consistent with the rest of our questionnaire, (2) adapting
the questions about the voting and the process to verify in order to account for
differences between the voting system for which the questionnaire has originally
been developed and the system that we evaluate, (3) adapting and expanding
the questions about beliefs regarding the possibility of election manipulation to
account for different verifiability aspects. Note, items 1–7 are used to evaluate
H2 on general trust and items 8 and 9 to evaluate H3 on perceived usefulness of
verifiability.

4.4 Recruitment and Ethics

We recruited the participants using the Clickworker platform. We did so one
week before the federal election in Germany took place. Participants were paid
e1,6 for their participation which was estimated to take 10 minutes (based on
conducted pretests), which corresponds to an hourly fee above the minimal wage
in Germany. In order to ensure quality of the collected data, we introduced
attention checks in the questionnaire, of which the participants were informed at
the beginning of the survey. While there is no mandatory ethical review process
at the authors’ institutions, we took care to ensure that no harm is being done
to the participants, asking for their informed consent and providing them with
the information about the purpose of the study, the fact that their participation
is anonymous, and that they can decide at any time to stop participating.

7 The original questions were translated to German (using back-&-forward translation).
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5 Results

We denote “CG” as the control group, i.e. the participants who did not see an
interventions, and we denote “IN-L”, “IN-M” and “IN-H” the group with low
alarming, medium alarming, and high alarming intervention (see Section 4.1)
correspondingly. For the analysis of hypotheses H1-H3 we conduct statistical
tests (using R package “stats”). For the analysis of research questions RQ1–RQ2
we conduct open coding of participants’ open-ended answers using the following
procedure: (1) one author developed an initial code book out of 20% of the
answers. (2) Afterwards the code book was discussed with a second author
and adopted to the code book used for the next step. (3) Two authors coded
another 20%. (4) This assignment was discussed while only minor adoptions to
the assignment as well as to the code book were necessary. (5) One author coded
all answers. Note, the coding was done in German and afterwards translated.

5.1 Demographics

There were 548 participants8, of them 339 men, 207 women and 2 non-binary
persons. The most common age group was 30 to 34 years old with 96 participants,
followed by 35 to 39 years old (79 participants); among the rest of the participants,
119 were between 18 and 30 and 254 were above 40 years old. Note, 21 were
above 65 years old. Looking at the educational level: 33 finished high-school, 80
completed an apprenticeship, 47 had an entrance qualification for a university
of applied sciences, 135 had an university entrance qualification, 253 had an
university or university of applied science degree. About their current employment:
1 was a schoolchild, 5 were in a apprenticeship, 60 were students, 295 are
employees, 19 were civil servants, 105 were self-employed, 30 were unemployed
and 31 answered others mostly retired persons or stayed at home (2 did not
answer the question).

5.2 General attitudes towards online voting (RQ1)

Overall, 62% of participants (343 out of 548) selected either 1 or 2 on a 5-point
scale, with 1 indicating “strong agreement” with the statement that they would
vote online in the upcoming federal election if it were possible (before seeing the
proposed voting system and interventions)9.We conduct a qualitative analysis of
open-ended answers to the question in which participants were asked to explain
their statement whether or not they would vote online if possible. We decided to
have two code books. One for the answers of those having stated that they are
in favor (i.e. 1 or 2) and one for the answers of those being against online voting
(i.e. 4 and 5). Both code books were combined for the answers of those having
answered neutrally (i.e. 3 on the scale from 1 to 5). The frequency of codes for

8 Participants who failed attention checks or answered that they have no intention at
all to vote in the upcoming election have been excluded.

9 This percentage matches the Bitkom survey result (see Section 1).
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both code books is provided on Table 1. The following codes have been identified
from answers of participants being against online voting :

– Security concerns: Participants either mentioned general security concerns
or data protection concerns. Sometimes they just used the term ’security
concern’ or that they believe that online voting is insecure.

– Manipulation: Participants state that election can be manipulated, individual
votes or the entire result can be changed with online voting. Participants
talked about manipulations/ changes, mentioned hackers or cyber attacks, or
about the ease to sell votes as it cannot be checked who cast the vote.

– Lack of trust: Participants stated in general that they do not trust in the
government to properly set up such a system or are afraid that such a system
is properly implemented, i.e. error free.

– Lack of transparency: Participants stated that they think the process or the
system (or even both) would not be transparent, i.e. e.g. it is unclear what
happens to their vote, how it works, or whether it is working as expected.

– Vote privacy: Participants mentioned risks in regards to free, secret, and
anonymous elections; including mentioning risks on voting while being ob-
served.

– Ritual: Participant stated that it is an important, formal, or well-established
act of casting their vote on paper or of going to the polling station on this
one Sunday (maybe combining it with a walk or with meeting people). Other
stated that they simply prefer to cast their vote on paper.

– Being clearly against online voting: Participants did not see a need for a
change or stated that they are against online-voting.

– Being uncertain: Participants were uncertain, i.e. they made a decision in one
way or the other but do not have a strong opinion; most likely because they
have not yet thought a lot about it or they would need more information in
order to decide. Several added this in addition to another statement while
two just sad that they are uncertain.

– Others: This code is used for nonsense answers as well as answers that did
not appear more than twice: e.g. a statement of one participant that the
effort for online voting is much to high.

The following codes have been identified from answers of participants being in
favour of online voting :

– Timely: Participants stated that it is timely to have online voting or to
digitalise elections (as one of the governmental services) or participants
stated that they are in favor of having all services and processes being
digitized.

– Convenience: Participants mentioned that online voting is more convenient
because they save time or effort; or that they can decide when and where
they can cast their vote. Furthermore this code covers answers related to
statements like: it is (more) easy, (more) convenient, (more) comfortable etc.
than the available paper based channels.
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– Reliable delivery: Participants stated that compared to postal voting the
delivery is much faster; i.e. less issues for people living abroad and no need
to cast votes remotely several days / weeks before the actual election day.

– More secure: Participants stated that online voting systems are more difficult
to manipulate; or that they can be easier protected against manipulations.

– Environment-friendly: Participants mentioned that this is better for our
environment as it safes paper and air pollution (no driving to polling stations).

– Advantages for the state: Participants mentioned one or more reasons related
to organizing the election: e.g. less poll workers, costs are reduced, counting
is faster. Increasing voter turn out is also one aspect of this code.

– COVID-19 related: Participants mentioned something pandemic related.
– Security concerns: Same as in the previous code book.
– Others: This code is used for nonsense answers as well as answers that did

not appear more than twice, e.g. no queues before the polling station.

# mentions

convenience 270 (25)
security concerns 73 (37)

advantages for the state 37 (0)
timely 32 (1)

environment-friendly 23 (2)
COVID-19-related 22 (0)

better security 19 (0)
other 14 (6)

reliable delivery 6 (0)

# mentions

security concerns 46 (37)
manipulation 45 (9)

ritual 19 (7)
lack of trust 14 (5)

being uncertain 13 (29)
lack of transparency 11 (7)

other 9 (6)
being clearly against 4 (0)

vote privacy 3 (7)

Table 1: Code frequency for reasons in favor (left) or against (right) online voting
– in parantheses indicate the frequency from participants with a neutral attitude.

5.3 Attitudes towards using the verifiable voting (H1-H3, RQ2)

Out of the participants who initially had a positive willingness to vote online,
63% of them (216 out of 343) did not change their willingness after seeing the
proposed system. Among the remaining 127 participants, 15 (4%) were more
willing to vote online (changing their response from 2 to 1 on a 5-point scale), 40
(12%) were less willing to vote online but still positive (changing their response
from 1 to 2), 41 (12%) changed their response to “neutral” (selecting option
3) and 19 (6%) changed their response to “negative” (selecting either option
4 or 5). Fig. 4 shows the distribution of responses after seeing the proposed
verifiable system. There was no significant difference between the intervention
types (ANOVA, F = 1.697, p = 0.167), hence, H1 cannot be confirmed.

For the evaluation of H2, a general trust score was computed from the
questionnaire items 1-7. Note, the scores for the last three questions (i.e. questions
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Fig. 4: Descriptive results for Hypotheses H1-H3.

where agreement indicated belief that an undetected manipulation of the election
result is possible) were reversed. Fig. 4 shows the average resulting scores for
all groups. There was no significant difference in the trust scores between the
intervention types (ANOVA, F = 0.646, p = .586), hence, H2 cannot be confirmed.

For the evaluation of H3, we computed an average score for the answers to
questions 8-9 (i.e. the questions that specifically asked about the usefulness of
verifiability). Fig. 4 shows the average resulting scores for all groups. There was
no significant difference between the intervention types (ANOVA, F = 2.0611,
p = .105), hence, H3 cannot be confirmed.

Figure 5 shows the average scores for each one of the questions by intervention
type and the willingness to vote online after seeing the corresponding intervention.
Overall, the usefulness of the verifiability was perceived to be high, regardless of
the intervention type or the willingness to vote online after seeing the intervention.

In order to answer RQ2, that is, to better understand the participants’ attitudes
towards the proposed system and specific interventions, we analyzed the statements
in which they explain their responses. We derived the following codes while the
code frequency is provided in Table 2:

– Only system independent advantages: Participants justified their decision
by mentioning general advantages they see for online voting. The mentioned
advantages are similar to those coded for RQ1.

– System easy to use: Participants stated that the proposed system seems
straight forward or that it is easy to cast a vote or more generally to use it.

– Just too complex: Participants only mentioning that the proposed system is
e.g. (too) complex, (too) cumbersome, (too) confusing), and (too) error-prone.
This code also contains statements of participants being afraid to make a
mistake when casting a vote with this system.

– Just more secure: Participants only mentioning that they would use the
system as it seems secure. Some particular saying that this is due to the
additional steps to verify their vote.

– Complex but system independent advantages: Participants mentioning that
the system is complex but they also state that they still see one ore more
advantages of online voting – in general.

– Complex but secure: Participants mentioning that the system is complex but
they also say that this makes it (more) secure.
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Fig. 5: Average responses after having seen the verifiable system (scale 1 to 5).
Lower scores indicate stronger agreement with the statement, except for questions
5-7 where the scores are reversed.

– Being uncertain: Participants were uncertain, i.e. they made a decision in
one way or the other but do not have a strong opinion; most likely because
they have not yet though a lot about it or they would need more information
in order to decide, e.g. regarding security properties.

– Paper-based is easier: Participants state that they prefer to vote on paper
– Not timely: Participants stated that it does look old-fashion or that the

voting system should be all digital, in order to be timely.
– Others: This code is used for nonsense answers as well as answers that did

not appear more than twice (overall groups).

5.4 Feedback on the system and the interventions (RQ3)

We received the following feedback to the verifiable voting system or more precisely
to the polling sheet : Some participants were requesting more information (e.g.
regarding the security features or how to cast an invalid vote). Furthermore, we
received the feedback that the amount of codes should be removed to simplify the
vote casting process. Related to this aspect, some were recommending to explain
why it is so complicated. Interestingly, some recommended to use a different
approach to authenticate voters, i.e. using the German federal electronic ID
card or ’video-ident’ which is used for other sensitive services in Germany. We
also received feedback that the process should be more close to what is used
in the banking context: e.g. the codes should come in different letters and not
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CG IN-L IN-M IN-H Overall

(+) system-independent advantages 32 36 34 31 133
(+) system easy to use 13 6 12 11 42
(+) more secure 9 13 17 26 65
(+) complex but with system independent advantages 6 6 2 2 16
(+) complex but secure 2 4 2 3 11
(-) too complex 16 11 15 7 49
(-) paper voting is easier 4 5 4 3 16
(-) security concerns 5 2 4 3 14
(-) not timely 1 2 0 2 5
being uncertain 0 1 1 2 4
other 14 5 9 6 34

Table 2: Code frequency for reasons being in favor (or not) of the proposed system

in one letter, two-factor-authentication for submitting the actual vote. Finally,
we received feedback on the language and the design of the polling card, e.g.
to simplify the language including concrete proposals such as talking about
’numbers’ instead of ’codes’ and ’help’ instead of ’support’ and to improve the
design e.g. by putting not all content on one page but using several pages.

Regarding the interventions, we received the following general feedback:
The design of the intervention should be more aligned with the general voting
information and the polling sheet. Several provided feedback to simplify the
language (e.g. use the term ’help’ instead of ’support’), use a more friendly
language, and improve the design (e.g. provide more pictures and highlight
important terms). Some were requesting more information (e.g. regarding the
security, whom to contact in case of questions, why this is so complicated and why
it is important to only trust the paper and not what is displayed on the screen,
that it is important to cast the vote unobserved, and what to do in case one loses
the Internet connection while voting). Many actually noticed that it would be
important to also have the telephone number of the support on the intervention
and not just on the polling card. Furthermore, several participants in the IN-
H group stated that the intervention is deterrent, too negative, and worrying.
Related to this, some stated that they feel like they have done something wrong
or must be careful to not make mistakes. Correspondingly, a more subtle design
was recommended.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

Overall, convenience was mentioned as the most popular reason for online voting
(by 270 of 343 participants). However, even among people who were generally
willing to vote online, 73 voiced security concerns. Furthermore, security concerns
and manipulations were mentioned as the most popular reason against online
voting by the people who were not willing to vote online (in total 91 of 120
participants). For those being neutral regarding online voting, security concerns
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was also the most mentioned reason. It looks like participants currently value
convenience over security (e.g. either implicitly trusting the government to take
proper measures against security risks, or considering such risks to be low) –
although we talked particularly about German federal elections (and not e.g. some
elections or polls in very small groups or local societies). We got the impression,
that many consider it as easy as online banking and online shopping – while
in particular for online banking they may have forgotten how many steps were
necessary to start using it.

Only 6% changed their opinion and stated that they would not want to use
the proposed system to cast their vote for the 2021 federal election (12% changed
to neutral). Given the open text answers as well as the answers to the seven
questions on trust this is kind of surprising as several more complained about the
complexity of the vote casting process and/or were not certain how much they
can trust the system to detect manipulations. It may be explained as the most
prominent reason in favor of still using it were system independent advantages of
online voting in general, thus again convenience was rated over security.

Thus, future work should investigate on the one hand why many rate conve-
nience over security as well as on explaining why from a security point of view it
needs to be more complicated as voters may expect it to be. The good news from
[8] is that it is likely that voters will accept additional steps if they understand
why it is necessary. Such additional explanations may also convince some of those
being against online voting if they understand which security guarantees the
system provides.

Interestingly, several participants compared the (security) mechanisms in
place with those they know from other context – in particular from the online
banking context. Correspondingly, they e.g. did not like that all codes came with
one letter and that authentication happens through a password. As future work
it should be investigated whether it is either possible to align verifiable voting
systems more with processes voters may know from other contexts or to explain
why it is different but still secure when developing information material.

We found that most participants – even being against or neutral to the
proposed system and even without having seen any interventions – are clearly in
favor of having the possibility to verify their vote. While for federal elections, this
is a clear requirement10, as future work we want to investigate whether people
would also see this as an important property for other elections and polls. Note,
in Germany so far, we have only seen the use of blackbox voting systems. Thus, if
voters would require verifiable voting systems this would help to convince election
management boards to change to verifiable systems. Furthermore, the fact that
participants see a need for verifiable systems should support the investigations in
explaining the need for voting systems being more complex than expected.

We found no significant difference between the three intervention groups. The
interventions do not seem to change their mind regarding their willingness to use
the system, their trust in the system nor their attitude towards the importance of

10 https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/EN/
2009/bvg09-019.html (Oct 30 2021)
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verifiability. Thus, we would recommend to use the high-alarming intervention in
a user study to evaluate its effect while evaluating the effectiveness wrt. detecting
manipulations as it was studied e.g. in [17, 22]. Furthermore, we want to study
the trust score further as a measure instrument which ideally can be applied to
various systems – also to compare the trust scores between systems. Additional
insights on how to design assurances to increase the voters’ trust in verifiable
systems – e.g. by including explanations on how the verification process works in
the proposed system – can be adapted from research on related fields, such as
studying assurances in privacy notices [15].

We conclude that the harm of extra interventions – even very alarming ones –
is very limited and should be used to increase the likelihood that voters verify.
Furthermore, it is important to address voters’ expectations – in particular the
one that online voting is more convenient than paper based voting channels. This
includes to explain that in order to provide verifiability, systems cannot be as
easy as they may wanted it to be.
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